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Abstract

In this paper, an improvement of a 2D stochastic model

based handwritten entity recognition system is described.

To model the handwriting considered as being a two di-

mensional signal, a context based, segmentation-free Hid-

den Markov Model (HMM) recognition system was used.

The baseline approach combines a Markov Random Field

(MRF) and a HMM so-called Non-Symmetric Half Plane

Hidden Markov Model (NSHP-HMM).

To improve the results performed by this baseline system

operating just on low-level pixel information an extension

of the NSHP-HMM is proposed. The mechanism allows to

extend the observations of the NSHP-HMM by implanting

structural information in the system. At present, the accu-

racy of the system on the SRTP1 French postal check data-

base is 87.52% while for the handwritten Bangla city names

is 86.80%. The gain using this structural information for the

SRTP dataset is 1.57%.

1. Introduction

After a remarkable success of the HMMs [10] in speech

recognition, the model was borrowed and used with the

same success in handwriting recognition domain too [1].

The power of such a model resides in its capability to track

the temporal aspect of the modeled signal, which is impos-

sible in a connectionist approach. While the speech can be

considered as a 1D signal, the handwriting is a much more

complex. As the writing has its temporal aspect, the one di-

mensional models are not able consider this information.

The HMM based models are very interesting in handwrit-

ing as are able to stock such information.

1 Service de Recherche Technique de la Poste

In the last decade a growing interest was observed to de-

velop new formalisms to bypass the 2D constraint. The lit-

erature proposes different methods like PHMMs [4, 7] or

totally 2D models using MRF as described in [2, 5, 11].

In this paper, we describe a general method that allows to

insert extra information in the system to improve its recog-

nition capacity. The proposed hollistic model is an exten-

sion of a context based, segmentation-free HMM approach

operating on pixel level described in [2, 11]. While sev-

eral systems use low level pixel information, other systems

use high level features like structural features, our idea is to

combine these different information in the framework of the

NSHP-HMM. Our method is based on a hollistic approach

[6] which avoids the errors due the segmentation. In or-

der to exploit totally the pixel information coming from the

analyzed shape we extended the observation of the HMM

by joining the color of the pixel with its structural nature.

This coupling of low-level information with a high-level

one, coming from the same pixel gives a new dimension for

the observations performed by the NSHP-HMM. Since our

model should be able to recognize different scripts (Latin,

Bangla, etc.) the method is designed to be a general one,

able to exploit different type of information.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2

the baseline NSHP-HMM system is presented while Sec-

tion 3 describes the extension of the system by the implant

of the structural information in the HMM observations. Sec-

tion 4 describes the used databases and the results obtained

by the baseline and the extended system. Finally, Section 5

allows some discussions and conclusions on the proposed

method.

2. The baseline NSHP-HMM system

The baseline system so called NSHP-HMM for hand-

written word recognition has been described in [11]. The

technique operates in a holistic manner, on pixels coming

from height normalized images which are perceived as a
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random field realizations. The context based segmentation-

free stochastic method proposed by the authors avoids the

errors coming from the different segmentation techniques

based mainly on heuristics and the errors coming from the

pseudo 2D or planar HMM approaches which are sensitive

to the major distortions.

2.1. Formal description

Figure 1. The basic scheme of the NSHP-

HMM

A detailed formal description of the NSHP-HMM can

be found in [2, 11]. For this work, it is not necessary to de-

scribe the whole NSHP-HMM model. Just some relevant

parts will be highlighted.

The formal NSHP-HMM can be described as follows:

V = {0, 1} or {black, white} the set of observable symbols

S = {s1, · · · , sN , Γ, Λ} the set of normal states and two

specific states

A = {aij ∪ {aΓi, aiΛ}}1≤i,j≤N where

aij = P (qt+1 = sj | qt = si); 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N
aΓi = P (q1 = s1 | Γ), aiΛ = P (Λ | qT = si)
B = {bi(y, Θ, c)} is the probability to observe in a state i (si)
a pixel of color c at height y knowing the neighborhood Θij

where si ∈ Si, si /∈ {Γ, Λ}
To simplify the notation we denote by bi(Ot) the the col-

umn observation probability observed by the HMM.

bi(Ot) =

M
∏

y=1

bi(y, Θij , c) =

M
∏

y=1

P (Xiy | XΘiy
, qi) (1)

N denotes the number of states, while M is the height of the

NSHP-HMM model. A basic scheme of the NSHP-HMM

operating on pixels is presented in Fig.1. Let I be the im-

age having m rows and n columns observed by the NSHP.

The joint field mass probability P (I) of the image I can be

computed following the chain decomposition rule of condi-

tional probabilities:

P (I) =

n
∏

j=1

m
∏

i=1

P (Xij | XΘij
) (2)

Let the conditional pixel probability of a pixel (i, j) be de-

noted by pij :

pij = P (Xij | XΘij
) (3)

and the column probability:

Pj =
m
∏

i=1

pij (4)

Considering the equations (3) and (4) the equation (2) can

be computed as follows:

P (I) =

n
∏

j=1

Pj (5)

The notation used in (2-5) is similar as depicted in the Fig.

1. In this case Pj denotes the column observation given by

the equation (1). In order to simplify the notation in the fur-

ther discussions just the notation (4) will be used.

The results obtained by the baseline system (85.95% for

the Latin and 96.40% for Bangla) hawe shown the model

limits. Using just low level pixel information seems to be

not sufficient to reach higher scores. This insufficiency is

coming from the MRF and its re-estimation.

3. The NSHP-HMM extension with structural

information

To improve the system we propose to extend the obser-

vations of the model described in (4) by inserting high-level

information coming from the structural nature of the pixels.

This extra information allows to precise the quantity and

quality of the information perceived by the HMM. This im-

plant of high-level information can be done inside or out-

side the model. The challenge of this approach is how to

introduce such information in the model and how to trans-

form the model itself to accept such extra information.

3.1. The different weight mechanisms

The possible structural information carried out by each

pixel can be transformed in some kind of weight. This

weight derived from the structural information could be de-

scriptive for each pixel of a column (e.g. each conditional
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pixel probability can be weighted individually by calculat-

ing a weight for each pixel) or factorized along the column

(e.g. the whole column observation probability is weighted

by a weight calculated in function of the different pixels’

structural capacity belonging to the column).

This weight factor can be interpreted:

• If the weight is at pixel level, we can accentuate a pixel

giving it an extra power, which can be translated in

physical terms like the HMM have seen the same pixel

several times or with a weight, where the weight is the

importance of the pixel among the others.

• If the weight is global for the column, we can accen-

tuate a column giving it an extra power which can be

translated in physical term that the HMM has seen the

same column several times or with a weight, where the

weight is the importance of the column among the oth-

ers.

This weighting mechanism should not disturb neither the

Baum-Welch training nor the Viterbi decomposition. This

means that if such weighting is applied the basic Markov

constraints should be satisfied [10].

Let denote pinf the weight derived from the extracted struc-

tural features. Different weighting mechanism are proposed

in function of the global or local nature of the weight.

1. If the structural weight is global for the column j we

propose to transform the equation (4) into:

Pj =

(

m
∏

i=1

pij

)

× pinf
j (6)

where pinf
j is considered as being the weight calcu-

lated for the column j considering all the pixels (i, j)
and their structural properties.

2. If the structural weight is local for the pixel (i, j) we

propose to transform the equation (4) into:

Pj =

m
∏

i=1

(pij × pinf
ij ) (7)

where pinf
ij is considered as being the weight calcu-

lated for the pixel (i, j) belonging to the column.

In the same manner, we can establish two other equations:

3. If the structural weight is global for the column j we

propose to transform the equation (4) into:

Pj =

(

m
∏

i=1

pij

)p
inf

j

(8)

where pinf
j is considered as being the weight calcu-

lated for the column j considering all the pixels (i, j)
and their structural properties.

4. If the structural weight is local for the pixel (i, j) we

propose to transform the equation (4) into:

Pj =
m
∏

i=1

(pij)
p

inf

ij (9)

where pinf
ij is considered as being the weight calcu-

lated for the pixel (i, j) belonging to the column.

Generally the weight pinf can be calculated considering

the quantity and the quality of the information. As just two

high-level features were extracted, we considered just the

quantity of the information without making any difference

between pixels having different characteristics.

As the approaches proposed in (7) and (9) have some

technical limitations, we limit the further discussions to the

equations (6) and (8).

In order to obey the Markov constraints a normalization

process is necessary. As the structural information is ex-

tracted from the height normalized images the normaliza-

tion is ensured. In order to distinguish between a pixel col-

umn where no structural point exists and a column where

pixels carrying structural information, the weight pinf
j for

(6) is calculated as follows:

pinf
j =

1

nbFeature + 1
(10)

where nbFeature denotes the number of pixels having a

structural feature in the column j. Some other normaliza-

tion schemes were also tested. Finally, our column based

observation for the structural NSHP-HMM is:

Pj = (

m
∏

i=1

pij) ×
1

nbFeature + 1
(11)

In the equation (8) the pinf
j is calculated as follows:

pinf
j =

{

η nbFeatures > κ
1 otherwise

(12)

where nbFeature denotes the number of pixels having a

structural feature in the column j, while η and κ are some

parameters set to suitable values based on trial runs. In that

case the column observation can be described as follows:

Pj =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

(

m
∏

i=1

pij

)η

nbFeatures > κ

m
∏

i=1

pij otherwise

(13)

Once we have defined these observations defined by (11)

and (13) the same train/test mechanism developed and de-

scribed in [2, 11] can be used. We used as extra informa-

tion the structural features extracted from the different word
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shapes, as we consider than these high-level features are

sufficiently descriptive for handwriting. Moreover, many

HWR systems use such features to discriminate the differ-

ent forms. As the method is general any other kind of infor-

mation can be used instead of the information selected by

us.

Concerning the model complexity, the memory com-

plexity of the new model will be similar to the case of the

former system O[N(N + 2V Y ]. Similarly the computa-

tional complexity will not grows either as the features ex-

traction modules complexity is O[Y ] while the weighting

will introduce just one extra multiplication columnwise. For

the calculus we have considered a model having N normal

states, analyzing Y pixels in each column using a neighbor-

hood of order V .

4. Results

4.1. Databases description

The tests were performed on two different handwritten

word datasets. The Latin one is the SRTP dataset contain-

ing handwritten French bank cheque amounts. The 7031

images are distributed not uniformly in 26 classes. The 26

classes correspond to the different French words describing

the different legal amounts. The second dataset is a Bangla

city name database containing Indian city names written in

Bangla script, collected in Kolkata, West Bengal, India. The

dataset contains 7500 postal documents and we have used

just the different Bangla city names extracted manually. We

have identified 76 different city names. In order to have a

uniform distribution of city names (100 images/class) some

extra images were necessary. In both cases the image ac-

quisition was off-line at 300 dpi. We have used 66% of the

images to train the systems and the 34% remaining images

were used for test purpose..

Figure 2. One image sample for the Bangla

city name ”Dhanekhali”

4.2. Image normalization

As the NSHP-HMM operates on pixel columns is neces-

sary to perform operations like angle correction, slant cor-

rection, as the model is sensitive to such kind of distor-

sions. In order to reduce the computational complexity of

the model a differential height normalization has been used

based on the middle zone of the writing. The normalization

gives as result images with the same height but with propor-

tionally different widths.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) original image and (b) normal-
ized image of the word “four” in French

The original threshold mechanism to find the middle zone

was adapted to handle Bangla script also. While for Latin,

besides the middle zone, the upper part and lower part con-

tains the ascenders respectively descenders, in Bangla, the

major part of the information is located in the middle zone

and the lower part of the writing. A detailed description of

the normalization can be found in [2].

4.3. Test results

We have tested the different methods on SRTP and the

Bangla dataset.

Method SRTP Bangla

Classic 85.95% 86.40%

Table 1. Recognition scores of the NSHP-

HMM based on pixel information

The overall recognition accuracy using the classi-

cal recognition scheme for the different datasets is given

in Table 1. We can observe that the system was not sen-

sitive to the vocabulary opening. The model gives more

or less the same accuracy for the SRTP (26 class) and

Bangla word dataset (76 class) which is a consider-

able for such a holistic approach.

To test the implant mechanism proposed in this paper,

some feature extractions were necessary. As our main goal

was to propose a new and general mechanism to implant ex-

tra information in the NSHP-HMM model, we limited our

feature extraction to the descenders and ascenders (two ba-

sic feature often used in the literature). The extraction of the

ascenders and descenders is based on the middle zone of the

writing already used for the normalization. A pixel was con-
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sidered as being a structural pixel if it belongs to an ascen-

der or a descender.

The performance of the NSHP-HMM using the struc-

tural information is as follows. The achieved accuracy us-

ing the observation defined by the equation (11) is 87.52%

for the SRTP dataset and 86.80% for the Bangla city name

dataset. Using the definition given by equation (13) the

achieved recognition is 86.39% for the SRTP dataset and

86.52% for the Bangla dataset. The results given by the dif-

ferent improved (extended) observations are summarized in

Table 2.

Method SRTP Bangla

Improvement1 87.52% 86.80%

Improvement2 86.39% 86.52%

Table 2. Recognition scores of the NSHP-

HMM based on pixel and structural informa-

tion

The improvement reached by the implant of the ascen-

der and descender in the column observation in the NSHP-

HMM is much more considerable (1.57%) in the case of

the SRTP database. For the Bangla city name dataset the

improvement is just 0.4%. The difference is due to the na-

ture of the scripts and the used structural features. While in

case of the SRTP bank cheque dataset, the words are Latin

words so the notion of ascender/descender is clearly distin-

guishable; the same notion has not the same signification in

the case of the Bangla script. In order to reach higher re-

sults for Bangla script, some other kind of structural fea-

tures should be extracted as water reservoir features [9] or

matra feature which can better describe this script.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we described a general technique to im-

plant high-level information is the baseline NSHP-HMM.

The described technique improves the discriminating capa-

bility of the system by combining low-level features with

high-level features extracted from the analyzed shape.

While the encouraging results achieved for the Bangla

dataset can not be compared with other methods as no previ-

ous work exists in this field, the result for the SRTP dataset

outperforms the most part of the results reported in Table 3.

Generally, to get more important improvements, more

adequate structural information should be extracted, like

convex and concave sectors, cross points, cutting points, etc

which better describe the given script. Extracting a huge va-

riety of features the normalization process can be also re-

System Recognition accuracy

Gilloux [3] 83.70%

Olivier [8] 72.00%

Saon [11] 90.10%

Choisy [2] 86.20%

Structural NSHP-HMM 87.52%

Table 3. Different recognition scores ob-
tained on the SRTP dataset

fined as different weights can be assigned to the different

features in function of their discriminating power.
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